We accept individual papers, panels and roundtables by academics and heritage professionals for the third conference in this vibrant field of Anglo-Iberian studies, including colonial and Latin American studies. Papers, panels and round tables may talk about any or all of the Four Kingdoms and any associated territories and their relations with both Portugal, Spain and any of their overseas colonies. Since our inaugural meeting in 2015 (Mértola, Portugal) we have extended our timeframe from beyond the early modern period, to include papers from the medieval to the modern.

Papers should be 20 minutes in length. English is the preferred language of the conference, but papers will be considered in Portuguese and Spanish, if a detailed summary can be provided in English.

Abstracts (up to c. 250 words per paper) and panel/roundtable descriptions (plus a brief CV/biography) should be sent no later than midnight (CET) on 31st May 2019 to: angloiberian2019@outlook.com.

A volume containing select extended papers will be published by the University of Oviedo Press after the conference. Please let us know if you would like to participate when you submit your abstract. Let us also know if you would like to be considered for one of our Student Bursaries.

For further information, please contact: angloiberian2019@outlook.com
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